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Shutters provide a versatile and practical alternative to curtains, filtering light and providing privacy. They are also very stylish and elegant, providing the versatility to create either a traditional feel or the much desired minimalist look.

About us

We are the UK’s leading shutter specialist and we have been measuring and fitting shutters for over 30 years, a fact that makes us the longest running shutter company in the country. We are confident to say we offer, the finest quality and best service on the market.
Shutter Styles

We offer a wide range of interior shutters in a number of different styles all with the highest quality finishes. From full height shutters to custom-made shutters in special shapes and all styles in between.
Full Height Shutters
Covering the full height of the window, this is surely one of our most popular and flexible installation styles.
Cafe Style Shutters

Ideal for ground level windows and town houses, it leaves the top of the window un-shuttered, using only shutters for the bottom part.
Tier on Tier Shutters

Independent panels top and bottom give greater adjustability to make the most of light, the view or provide you with privacy.
Solid Panel Shutters

Solid shutters have been used in the UK for more than 200 years and provide a more traditional finish to dressing your windows.
Special Shapes Shutters
Covering any shaped window, this is a great solution for the difficult ones. Visit our website for more examples.
Commercial Shutters

We provide custom-made interior shutters for any window shape and size and this is no different when it comes to installing commercial shutters in large or small premises.

We have already measured, designed and installed a variety of shutters for hotels, shutters for restaurants, shutters for large corporate offices and even shutters for film and television sets.
Shutter Materials
We have the UK's largest of shutters materials. There are 6 materials to choose from, each one with its own benefits, as follow:

Craftwood MDF
A premium clean straight-grained wood that is uniform in colour and chosen for its stability and proven resistance to warping.

Silkwood
It is a hardwearing, cost-effective painted MDF which provides the shutter with a more natural finish than the Craftwood product.

Hardwood
Hardwood offers great value for money with fantastic build quality as it combines an MDF frame with hardwood shutter panels.

White Teak
It is the finest quality timber and is of a beautiful silvery colour with tight grains and high dimensional stability.

Pearlwood
It is manufactured from premium hardwoods and Paulownia tree. These high quality woods are beautiful and stable timbers.

Permawood
Permawood is a waterproof shutter and it is ideal for bathroom and wet room environments. It also benefits rom a hard ABS coating.
Slat Sizes

Our shutters slats come in the following sizes: 32mm, 47mm, 64mm, 76mm, 89mm and 114mm.
There are 7 standard finishes and 2 non-standard available for our hinges.

**Standard finishes**
- Antique-Brass
- Bisque
- Bright-Brass
- Nickel-Plated
- Pearl
- White
- Black

**Non-standard finishes (additional costs apply)**
- Brushed-Nickel
- Stainless-Steel
Shutter Colours & Stains

Colours

- Pure White
- Extra White
- Silk White
- Bright White
- Pearl
- Ivory lace
- Marshmallow
- Creamy
- Cameo
- Crisp Linen
- Bisque
- Alabaster
- Butter
- String
- Sea mist
- Chai
- Stone grey
- Brown grey
- Clay
- Wonston 203
- Micheldever 203
- Winchester white 2012
- Condover white 2012
- Popham 2013
- Worthy white 226
- Stockbridge white 201
- Barnes 15
- Mattingley 267

Stains

- Rustic grey
- Weathered Teak
- Limed White
- Taupe
- Golden Oak
- Oak Mantel
- Golden Rod
- Cherry
- Dark Teak
- Cocoa
- Cordovan
- Mahogany
- New Ebony
- Black Walnut
- Red Oak
- Rich Walnut
- Old Teak
- Red Mahogany
- Wenge
- French Oak
Custom Colours

If one of the colours in our standard range does not match your scheme, custom colour matching (for a surcharge) is available in Pearlwood and White Teak only.

We use different paint brands to try to match your custom colour so if you provide us a swatch of the colour of your choice, it is very likely we can match it using electronic eye.

Below are some of the brands we commonly use:
Track Systems

Track systems are generally used for large wide windows, where more than the recommended number of panels are required to cover the window.
Bi-fold Track System

The multiple panels on the track can then be bi-folded back to either or both sides at a 90° angle to the track opening solution.
Bypass Track System
For this option panels can be slid one behind another to either or both side.
Tilt Rods

Our tilt rods are securely fastened using machined staples to provide a robust device with which to open and close the louvres. We can also offer you a choice in the positioning of your tilt rod. Tilt rods can be centred or offset to the left or right (usually used for shaped panels).
Silent Til Rod

For a more minimalist look, you can choose to have no tilt rod, at an additional cost. The louvres are connected internally within the stile of the panel, you move one louvre and they move simultaneously. This is available in all the slat widths except the 47mm louvre.
Room Darkening

We can also supply shutters with built-in pleated blinds to create near blackout conditions and maximum light reduction.

Ideal for use in bedrooms in order to minimise light pollution, a double layered honeycomb blind is built into the fixing frame of the shutter, running vertically behind the panels and operates with a cord, just like a venetian/roller blind.
How to get a quote

Based on our measurements:
Call us on 0208 871 9222 and we will book an appointment to come to your house. You can also use our request a call back service and we will get back to you as soon as possible. We have experts with many years experience who will come to your house and take accurate measurements. Normally, we leave you with a written quote.

Based on your measurements:
Either enter your rough window dimensions into our online calculator or call us on 0208 871 9222 with some approximate sizes and we can provide an immediate ball park quote.
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Plantation Shutters Ltd
0208 871 9222
www.plantation-shutters.co.uk
info@plantation-shutters.co.uk

Opening hours
Monday to Friday - 8.30 to 17.30

Visit our showroom
Unit 10 River Reach Business Park
Gartons Way
Battersea
London
SW11 3SX
* Customer parking available